
THE IMMIGRATION KIT:
A Practical Guide to Australia’s Immigration Law, 10e
Ali Mojtahedi (ed)

A book as comprehensive as this is a tribute to the fine minds that have assembled it 
and who explore the sometimes dense forest of this branch of the law.
– From the Foreword by the Hon Michael Kirby AC CMG

The new edition of The Immigration Kit is the most up-to-date, plain language guide to 
Australia’s immigration, refugee and citizenship law. Commissioned by the Immigration Advice 
and Rights Centre (IARC) and written by experienced migration lawyers, it provides information 
on bridging visas; family visas; skilled migration; refugee and humanitarian visas; students; 
temporary workers; and Australian citizenship. 

April 2022  •  PB  •  c.850pp  •  9781760023324  •  eBook 9781760020002  •  RRP $145

DYNAMIC AND PRINCIPLED: The Influence of Sir Anthony Mason
Barbara McDonald, Ben Chen, Jeffrey Gordon (eds)
This collection of essays from eminent judges, prominent practitioners and leading scholars 
analyses the work of one of the most important lawyers in Australian history, Sir Anthony 
Mason, Justice of the High Court of Australia from 1972 to 1987 and Chief Justice of Australia 
from 1987 to 1995. This book is primarily concerned with the law that Mason, with his 
fellow judges, declared and developed over his career in Australia on the High Court and 
subsequently in Hong Kong as one of the first Non-Permanent Judges on the Court of Final 
Appeal. The range of topics in this book reflects the extraordinarily wide and lasting influence 
he had on Australian law, and on law-makers, judges, academics, students and lawyers over 
decades in Australia. Contributors include Stephen Gageler, William Gummow, Andrew Bell, 
Mark Leeming, Stephen McLeish, Kristen Walker and Elisabeth Peden as well as a number 
of Australia’s leading academics.

May 2022  •  HB  •  c.464pp  •  9781760023454  •  eBook 9781760023676  •  RRP $180
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BOOKS WITH IDEAS

AUTUMN 2022 NEW RELEASES + SPOTLIGHT ON CONTRIBUTED WORKS
We are pleased to bring you our latest releases and to highlight our contributed collections, which are a 
curated selection of the best writing on specific legal topics. Enjoy free domestic shipping until 30 April 
by using the promotional code EP1756.

More of our books are now available as eBooks. Individuals can purchase eBooks from VitalSource 
by following the links on our website. Institutional or organisational licences are also available via both 
ProQuest and VitalSource. Your librarian can contact the platform directly or contact the Press to tell us 
more about your digital needs.
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NEW AND UPCOMING
SOCIAL SECURITY AND FAMILY ASSISTANCE LAW, 4e
Peter Sutherland, Allan Anforth
This new edition annotates the social security and family assistance law of Australia, up to 1 
February 2022. Insightful case notes dissect prominent decisions of the High Court, Federal 
Court and Administrative Appeals Tribunal on a section-by-section basis and identify when 
subordinate legislation applies. The authors also comment on well-known areas of social 
security law as well as areas under review or attracting strong public interest, such as JobSeeker 
obligations, income and asset testing and debt recovery and waivers (including Robodebts).

May 2022   •  PB   •  c.1200pp   •  9781760023317   •  RRP $145        
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A SENSE OF COMMON PURPOSE: A History of the Australian Academy of Law
David Barker
This book will be of great interest to readers curious about both the history of the Australian 
Academy of Law and its future role within the legal community. It tells the story of the Academy 
as it started in the mid-1990s through to the end of 2020 and the influence of the Australian Law 
Reform Commission Report, Managing Justice – A Review of the Federal Civil Justice System, 
in shaping its cooperative objectives. 

May 2022   •  PB   •  c.240pp     •  9781760023638   •  RRP $69.90

COMPENSATION FOR NATIVE TITLE 
William Isdale
The winner of the Holt Prize 2021 is an important work on how the law compensates Indigenous 
Australians for the loss or impairment of native title rights. Although statutory entitlements to 
compensation have been available in the Native Title Act 1993 (Cth) since its commencement, it 
was not until 2016 that the first judicial determination of compensation was made. A key theme 
throughout the book is a recognition of a tension between the desirability of applying existing 
legal principles and doctrines, while also recognising the uniqueness of native title.

April 2022   •  HB   • 272pp     •  9781760023645   •  eBook 9781760023683  •  RRP $125

AUSTRALIAN PRINCIPLES OF TORT LAW, 5e   
Pam Stewart, Anita Stuhmcke
Stewart and Stuhmcke bring clarity to a conceptually difficult area of law across all Australian 
jurisdictions. This edition has been thoroughly reviewed and rewritten including: restructuring 
chapter content; extensive additional commentary on case law concerning both the civil liability 
legislation and common law; increased emphasis on the growing body of law which interprets 
the statutory provisions and up-to-date lists of suggested further reading following each chapter.

February 2022   •  PB  • 944pp  •  9781760023355   •  eBook 9781760023362   •  RRP $125

SPECIAL LEAVE TO APPEAL, 3e
David O’Brien

David O’Brien’s third edition provides those involved in special leave applications with 
very useful practical guidance as to the making and conduct of such applications. But it 
is much more than that, it is a substantial historical work. 

– From the Foreword by David Jackson AM QC

A thoroughly updated account of the law and practice of making and meeting applications for 
special leave to appeal to the High Court of Australia. This new edition, the first since 2007, includes 
chapters on first principles, civil criteria, criminal criteria, civil procedure, criminal procedure and 
persuasive submissions. 

December 2021  •  HB  • 304pp  •  9781760023249   •  eBook 9781760023461   •  RRP $180
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RECENT RELEASES

COPYRIGHT LAW
David Brennan
A much-needed cohesive and comprehensive account of copyright law for practitioners dealing 
with the Copyright Act 1968 (Cth) and the areas of proprietary copyright, technical protection 
measures, performers’ rights and moral rights. Thorough treatment is also given to areas that 
frequently present difficulty in practice, such as title, implied licences, Copyright Tribunal 
jurisdiction, the interface with design law and pecuniary remedies.

November 2021   •  HB  • 576pp  •  9781760023232   •  eBook 9781760023492   •  RRP $220

CURRENT ISSUES IN COMPETITION LAW:
Context and Interpretation Vol I + Practice and Perspectives Vol II
Michael Gvozdenovic, Stephen Puttick (eds)
This major two-volume work on competition and consumer law provide perspectives from 
the judiciary, the regulator, the practising profession and the academy. Volume I includes a 
Foreword by the Hon Chief Justice Allsop AO while Volume II includes a Foreword by the Hon 
Justice Perram. The volumes are essential reading for those called on to determine competition 
matters and lawyers practising in competition and commercial law.
Set price $290 
November 2021  •  HB  • 332pp  •  9781760023126  • eBook 9781760023508 • RRP $180 (vol I)
September 2021 •  HB  • 288pp  •  9781760023133   •  eBook 9781760023515  • RRP $180 (vol II)

THE LAW OF TRACING
Mohammud Jaamae Hafeez-Baig, Jordan English

This book may be read both as a monograph on an important subject in commercial law 
as well as serving as an invaluable text for practitioners, offering specialist guidance 
through the thickets of commercial complexity in which tracing problems invariably arise.

– From the Foreword by the Hon Chief Justice Andrew Bell

This book provides a comprehensive account of the law of tracing in Australia and England. 
It offers clear answers to fundamental questions such as ‘what is tracing?’ and ‘does tracing 
create new rights?’, while also explaining in detail the tracing rules and the application of those 
rules in hard cases. 

September 2021  •  HB  • 320pp  •  9781760023065   •  eBook 9781760023546   •  RRP $180

THE CONSTITUTION OF THE AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRITORY
David Mossop
An analysis of the framework of the Territory self-government for practising lawyers and scholars 
of constitutionalism. At a time of great public interest in the use of government powers, this book, 
written by a Judge of the Supreme Court of the ACT, highlights issues not yet clearly settled by 
judicial authority.

August 2021        •  HB  • 288pp  •  9781760023072   •  eBook 9781760023522   •  RRP $160

PANDEMICS, PUBLIC HEALTH EMERGENCIES AND GOVERNMENT POWERS
Belinda Bennett, Ian Freckelton (eds)
This book brings together leading Australian legal scholars to analyse the legal dimensions of 
the pandemic, and the role of law in responding to its impact. As a health crisis the COVID-19 
pandemic has obviously had a huge impact on the health system. However, social distancing and 
other public health measures have also brought major changes at a social and economic level.

August 2021        •  PB  • 448pp  •  9781760022969   •  eBook 9781760023256   •  RRP $150 
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SPOTLIGHT ON OUR CONTRIBUTED COLLECTIONS
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Contributed collections are an important part of our Press because they present different viewpoints and experiences on a 
common theme. Barbara McDonald, editor on our upcoming collection Dynamic and Principled: The Influence of Sir Anthony 
Mason and Sydney University Law professor, shares her thoughts on the value of these works for professionals.

The Federation Press has an unrivalled collection of edited books of essays and expert commentary on Australian law. 
These cover a wide range of topics, including private law, competition law, statutory interpretation, corporate law, and 
constitutional law. The value of these collections lies in the quality of their contributors: they include specialist academics; 
judges and former judges and leading specialist lawyers. 

Edited collections of essays provide an opportunity to delve into a particular issue in depth; to experiment with new ideas; 
to synthesise, analyse and draw together judicial decisions and legislative changes across jurisdictions; and to identify 
changes and developments in legal thinking and the application of law. The format of essays also makes the work more 
varied and accessible to the reader while at the same ensuring a range of voices on a particular topic.

AUSTRALIAN CONTRACT LAW IN THE 21ST CENTURY
John Eldridge, Timothy Pilkington (eds)

‘The editors have brought together a collection of essays concerning the development 
of the law of contract in Australia. Whether the reader be judge, barrister preparing 
argument, solicitor advising clients, law teacher or student there is much here of interest 
and enlightenment.’

– From the Foreword by Professor The Hon William Gummow AC

March 2021      •  HB    • 352pp     •  9781760022532   •  eBook 9781760023539  •  RRP $160

SIR OWEN DIXON’S LEGACY  John Eldridge, Timothy Pilkington (eds)
‘Consider Sir Owen Dixon’s Legacy in combination with Jesting Pilate, and we have a 
formidable and high-quality body of work examining Dixon’s judging in particular areas of law, 
as well as more general discussions of topics such as the rule of law and judicial reasoning.’

– John Gava, Adelaide Law Review (2020) vol 41 no 2 

July 2019         •  HB    • 272pp     •  9781760022082   •  eBook 9781760023690  •  RRP $150

ADMINISTRATIVE REDRESS IN AND OUT OF THE COURTS:
Essays in Honour of Robin Creyke and John McMillan
Greg Weeks, Matthew Groves (eds)

‘This text was written to commemorate and celebrate the achievements of two well-known 
“legends” of Australian administrative law: Professor Robin Creyke AO and Professor John 
McMillan AO. The text boasts impressive contributors, ranging from Justice Stephen Gageler 
to Mark Aronson. … The chapters cover topics likely to be of great interest to many, being 
broad-ranging in their focus and including both theoretical and practical matters. …’ 

– B Kabel, Queensland Law Reporter (2019) vol 39 

April 2019        •  HB    • 304pp     •  9781760022020   •  eBook 9781760023430  •  RRP $160

ENCOUNTERS WITH CONSTITUTIONAL INTERPRETATION AND LEGAL
EDUCATION: Essays in Honour of Michael Coper  James Stellios (ed)

‘This book is yet another excellent Federation Press resource that collects together articles 
and commentaries with a common legal theme or subject matter.
The book has a hydra-like structure. Its four parts address quite different aspects of the 
multifaceted contribution that Professor Coper made to the study and development of 
constitutional law, the judicial process and as a Law Dean.’ 
– Graeme Johnson, Australian Law Journal (2020) vol 94 

February 2018  •  HB    • 240pp     •  9781760021627   •  RRP $135

See the full list of contributed collections on our website
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